
 



Persol) Jnterviewed: AJ3Dl.ii.LAI-L ABDUl,•N•P•@ 

FSGT J:3OYCE: Before we catTY on.
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4"1TERPRPTER: Befoi·e we continue l mean .. do you want water .. tea .. or 81'.tything else. 

A.NRA: No .. thank you. 

FSGT BOYCE: No. 

INTERPRETER: No. 

FSGT BOYCE: Okay .. we will change the tapes and carry on .. he probably thinks there is a lot of 
questions and a lot of detail but we need as much detail as possible .. yeah because it is a very serious 
offence or crime. 

IN"TERPRETER: Yeah. 

FSGTBOYCE: Yeah. 

INTERPRETER: He said .. because this is a serious crime .. so that is why he is asking you many 
questions because we want all the details. 

Al\"'HA: lam ready. 

INTERPRETER: It's ok. 

FSGTBOYCE: Yeah. 
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End: 40:47 

Tr::mscript: 40:37 
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Person Interviewed: ABDULLAH, APDL"L-NABl HAMEED 

Place of Interview: 

Pate of Interview: 29/05/2003 

Time Commenced: 10:18 

Duration of Interview: 

Audio tape reference nos: 

Visual image reference nos: 

lnterviewer(s): 

Other Persons Present: 

Police Exhibit No: 

l of 3 transcripts

JRK/lA 

Signature of interviewer producing exhibit 

Person Speaking 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 NOTES ON THE TRANSCRIPT 

Time Concluded: l2:l5 

Number of Pages: 

Text 

1.1 SOUND QUALITY: This transcript bas been produc¢ from video tape recordings and audio tape 
recordings. derived from the video sound track. The quality oftbe sound is poor due to the conditions in 
which the recordings were made. 
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i.2 Sf'pECT:{ QUAUTY: This translation I trariscri.ptiori seeks to provicf� a faithful reproduction of the 
language, which can be heard oq the tapes, as it was spolcen. Wbere words are itiaudible these have either 
been omitted, if they do not affect the meaning of Ul.e sentence, or highlighted with the translator's 
comment [i11audible], wl}erc �he meaning COllld be affected by tbe ina�dible spetich. In some instances the 
witness seems to rnumble to themselves and these are indie4tcd by the corm:p.�nt [mumbles]. Wh�re a 
person interjects or spcal<s over another we have indicale<f it with thre� dots at l.b.e end of tlle sentence 
being interrupted. If a spca)(er tises a word that we can bear but the word docs not make any sense in the 
context in which it has been ijSed then we surrotind the word in square brackets, [odd remark]. 

2.0 NOTES ON THE ARABIC Sf>l}AKERS 

i.1 ABDUL NABI HAMID ABDULLAH: The witn�s would app� to b� uneducated and rather 
uninterested in the proceedings. He does come across as someone who is telling th� truth but with a rather 
simplistic view of life and the situation to which he has been witn�ss. 

2.2 : Although he has a BA in English the interpre�r would not appear to have had Interpreter

much practice. He struggles quite often and has- a tend�ncy to give his own interpr�tation ins�ad of 
repeating what the witness has given. 

3.0 NOTES ON TIIE TRANSLATOR 

3.1 The translator for this transc.ript is a British native speaker of Arabic from Iraq who is a servillg 
officer with HM Reserve Forces. He is fluent in the luabic dialects of Northern, C�ntral and Southern 
Iraq and of Kuwait. The language spoken in this transcript is the Southern Iraqi/ Ruwaiti diale¢t which is 
distinct from the Arabic spoken in Central and Northern Iraq. 

3 .i To assist with the transcription of th� English, the translator has been supported by a British native 
speaker ofEnglish with a military background (security 9leared). 

4.0 GUIDANCE ON READING TIIlS TRANSCRlPT 

TRANSLATOR'S NOTES [Notes on the translation are pr�sented in bold text and square brackets] 
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Dia)ogile w)licll is spoken in f,nglisb on the rec<>rding is presented in plain 

ARABIC DlALOGUE Di�ogue which is spoken in Arabic on !he recording is presented in italic text 

5.0 CHARACTER NAMES 

In this lfl: !'\script the cbaracler names are presented ill the following way: 

NAL'-ffi 

FLIGHT SERGEAl'IT BOYCE 

TRANSCRIPT REF ERENCE 

FSGTBOYCE 

. SERGEANT KENDALL SGTKENDALL 

Interpreter INTERPRETER 

ABDUL :-IABl HAMID ABDULLAH ANHA 

Start:· 00:16 

FSGTBOYCE: This is a continuation. ..

IN 1ERPRETER: It's okay? 

FSGTBOYCE: Yeah it's okay ... yeah .. that light was flashing is there a reason for that? 

SGT KENDALL: The light means it's on video. 

FSGT BOYCE: Oh right.. yeah it's fine it's okay .. this is a continuation of a witness of Abdul Nabi 
Hamid Abdullah.. which we just stopped and changed the tapes in the video and the tapes .. can you just 
confinn that that is correct? 
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Person Jmervjewe4: ABDt.:Ll.AJi. ABDU�NA 

INTERPRETER; We stopped the interview of Abdql Nat,; .. to change the litpe. 

FSOTDOYCE: Okay? 

INTERPRETER: 
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FSGt BOYCE: Yeah .. right my colleague now has a couple for questions for you before I move 
with the main interview so. 

INTERPRETER: He said his colleague has few questions. 

SGTKENDALL: I just wan� to clarify a few points a set of points what he has said.basically he said 
he described he had a clear view of what happened at the incident .. what was the weather was like at the 
time? 

INTERPRETER: Sorry'? 

SGT KENDALL: He described earlier when the incident happ�ed he had a clear view 

INTERPRETl!R: Yeah. 

SGT KENDALL: Can he actually descnbe what the weather was like at the time 

whether it was sunny or rainy? 

INTERPRETER: The time .. the time of the incident.. the time of the incident when it happened.. I 
mean can you describe it.. what was it like .. sunny .. cloud .. rain? 

ANHA: No .. it was a clear day .. and the sun was out 
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